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Example A 

Client lives in the family home with parents who provide day to day support.  
 
Client is reliant on a wheelchair at all times and is hoisted for transfers as is unable to weight 
bare at all.  
 
Client is reliant on other people to meet and anticipate needs.  
 
Client was born with hydrocephalus and a shunt was fitted.  
 
Client has dislocated hip, learning disability, epilepsy and is doubly incontinent.  
 
Client relies on a combination of natural support from parents and family and paid support 
from client’s individual Budget.  
 
Client attends day services five days per week and also accesses building based respite two 
nights per week.   
 
Client does save up some nights from respite allocation to enable flexibility and with funds 
enables client to also access a short break away in a venue of choice and will also use to 
access musicals and theatre breaks. (This is instead of building based respite).  
 
Client has an identified need for transport and relies on the department to provide transport 
to, day services and building based respite.  
 
Parents manage the direct payment on behalf of client. 
  
Client is not wanting to move out of the family home, and family happy to support client to 
remain at home.  Client has expressed being happy with all services and is not wanting to 
change anything currently.  
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Example B 

Client is late 30s and has been moved from longstanding supported living home after being 
served 28 days notice due to some of the behaviours being demonstrated towards other 
people.  
 
Client was moved to a residential setting where client was served notice again because of 
the behaviour presented towards others. Consideration was given to moving client out of 
area because there were no places available for client in LA boundary area. 
 
Client has a history of mental ill health, attachment disorder, self harm, absconsion and 
aggression towards provider staff. Client has prescribed medication PRN for when in low 
mood, distressed or anxious which had been frequently administered in other placements. 
 
Client moved into an emergency bed at bed based respite setting initially for a short period 
so that assessments could be completed for alternative accommodation and so that 
alternative accommodation could be found 
 
Client settled well in to the bed based setting enjoying activities, outings and socialising with 
peers. Community staff worked alongside bed based setting staff to support client build skills 
for independence and relationship skills. 
 
Client was assessed for sole occupancy supported living and a flat was located in an area 
where Client wanted to live. A support provider was appointed to provide support into clients 
own home. Provider staff worked with bed based setting staff whilst Court of Protection 
application was progressed. Bed based setting staff shared skills and techniques around de-
escalation. The result has been better outcomes for client, reduced anxiety and reduced use 
of PRN medication once Client took up tenancy with community support provider. 
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Example C 

Client is a single person in late twenties who lives on a housing estate in a town. 
Client lives with family in an annexe to the family home.  
 
Client likes personal health treatments and to wear make-up and clothes of choice. 
Client enjoys music, watching television - Jeremy Kyle, Friends, Dirty Dancing and 
Grease, and relaxation sessions. Client likes prawn cocktails, curries and pasta, 
sponge and custard, hot chocolate, milky coffee and peppermint tea. Client is taken 
out by carers on a daily basis and enjoys going to the Bingo on a Friday night. Client 
does not like to be in a noisy or a crowded environment. 
 
Client has a learning disability and spastic quadriplegia following an accident in 
teenage years. Client can indicate 'yes', 'no', 'more' verbally or with signs and also 
displays non-verbal communication, pointing, smiling and hand gesture. 
  
Client needs close supervision due to physical health needs. Client lacks insight into 
care needs and is unable to attend to any aspect of self-care. This places client at 
high risk of self-neglect if not supported by others to meet needs. Client is 
sometimes able to weight bear but is unable to mobilise and uses a wheelchair, 
Client has limited movement in left leg and suffers pain at times. 
 
Client requires support from two people for all personal care and support with eating 
to prevent choking and aspiration. Client needs observational support throughout the 
night. Client lacks awareness of even the most basic risks which further contribute to 
vulnerability.  
 
In the past Client attended health and social care buildings based Day Service and 
also attended bed based setting for respite 33 days per year. Over time there has 
been a gradual reduction in the overnight service as didn’t enjoy it and this has 
changed to individual support through DP. 
 
Client now has an individual support team and a full timetable of activity throughout 
the week and no longer attends building based services. 
 
Careers Advisor was involved and Client did attend a local college for a year but 
access to this ended when became 25 years old. There has been an identified lack 
of education opportunities available. 
 
Support is jointly funded by LA and Health. 
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Example D 
 ‘My son is safe, healthy and happy – thanks to choice and control’ 

Client, from Worcestershire, has profound and multiple learning disabilities. A personal health budget was used to fund 
24/7 care and support for Client at an independent annex adjacent to his parents’ home. Client’s father explains how the 
positive healthcare benefits for his son have been significant. The personal health budget has also resulted in the 
“pendulum of power swinging to us”, says Father. 

Client has Lennox Gastaut Syndrome, is multi-sensory impaired, needs one to one support in all aspects of his life and 
has life-threatening epilepsy. But he also has a great personality, and enjoys music and many sensory experiences, 
including eating and trips out to hydrotherapy and other therapy sessions. 

When Client was younger, we decided that because his epilepsy was difficult to control at home, he would be better 
supported at a specialist residential centre for people with his type of condition. This residential placement was more 
than a hundred miles away from Client’ home, and it was disastrous. Client was neglected, his medication was not 
administered or managed properly and the care he received was shocking. Client’ agreed care plan was not followed. 
As a result, Client became withdrawn and miserable. His weight dropped rapidly, causing serious concerns for his 
health. The stress and impact on our day-to-day family life was, at times, unbearable. 

With the support of our GP and social worker, Client returned home. His life changed for the better when we chose to 
take greater responsibility for Client’ care. We wanted to exercise choice and control and decide who looked after him. 

Initially, under a local authority-funded direct payment we employed and trained Client’ carers who followed a care plan. 
We also managed Client’s care on a day-to-day basis through a circle of support, delivered via different agencies 
including school, neurologist, GPs and other clinicians.This new way of working transformed Client’ life. His weight 
improved and he became healthier and infinitely happier.We received local authority direct payments for nine years. 
When Client was 18 he was assessed for NHS Continuing Healthcare, and became eligible for a personal health 
budget. 

We had to submit a detailed care plan to demonstrate how Client’ needs could be met through personalisation, rather 
than the traditional model of agency support. The National Peer Network for Personal Health Budgets provided 
invaluable support and advice. Client’ care plan for the personal health budget explained what needed to be put in place 
for him to live the life he wanted. It included details on his condition and specifics on who must make what decision. The 
care plan explains in detail how to keep Client safe from the moment he gets up in the morning to when he goes to bed 
at night, including protocols to provide his medication, and how to feed him and handle him. It listed how all his 
healthcare needs should be met, as well as his likes and dislikes. Importantly, the care plan lists measurable outcomes 
to keep him safe happy and healthy. 

Our proposals were approved by the local NHS team, and Client’ personal health budget came into place in April 2013. 
It provides 24/7 one-to-one care and support for Client in a specially-designed annex and is significantly less than the 
cost of residential care. It funds a team of carers, specialist equipment and treatments including physiotherapy the 
budget is also used to recruit carers. We placed adverts in the local paper and websites. Before we recruit any new 
carers we invite them to a ‘meet and greet’ appointment with Client. We use a third party organisation to help manage 
Client’ budget and payroll, and to provide support with HR and training for the care team. This works well. 

The personal health budget has brought immense benefits for Client. Firstly, he chooses who looks after him and how 
he lives his life. Essentially the pendulum of power has swung to us. We decide in partnership with our local NHS team 
how Client is cared for. Also, we can buy equipment – such as a special hoist – that meet Client’ healthcare needs, 
rather than the NHS dictating to us what we had to buy for him. Client also now has more freedom from pain and he has 
an improved relationship with clinicians. Our son is happy. Without doubt the personal health has significantly reduced 
costs for the NHS. Before, Client used to be admitted to hospital due to constipation or epilepsy on a regular basis when 
he was in residential care. Now hospital visits are much less frequent. Even though the third party organisation employs 
Client’s carers, the arrangement works out cheaper than the residential placement. 

As a family we now work locally and nationally to promote personal health budgets. Other families are starting to benefit 
from this new, and better way of delivering quality care to some of the most vulnerable people in society 
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Example E 
Client is our youngest son who lives at home with my husband and I, we are aged 81 and 74. We are fit and well at the moment which is positive 
but know that this may not always be the case. This is my biggest worry about what will happen to Client when we are gone. Our family is our life 
and want to make sure that both our children are able to continue to have a life full of good experiences.   
When Client was born client was a gorgeous baby and every one stopped us in the street to have a look, when client was about 18 months old it 
became clear that client was having difficulties with lots of things including sitting, speaking, eating and drinking.  
 
Client also has epilepsy which is controlled with medication but sometimes is hard to predict. Sometimes we think everything is ok and then client 
can become unwell very quickly.  
 
We also could tell that client was behaving differently from and not easily as able to communicate needs as our other child was at his age ,or the 
other children that we spent time with when client was small The official diagnosis was not formalised until many years later but we were to learn 
that client has Angelman Syndrome.  
 
We have worked really hard to balance work, personal lives and parental and caring responsibilities to give client an exciting life and to make 
sure that all needs are met and until recently, we provided all of the care and support when not attending the Social Services day centre or 
staying over at the respite home. Over the years client’s needs have changed and some things are easier than before but on the flip side some 
things have got much harder, for example client still barely sleeps.  
 
Client’s passion is water and loves anything related, over the years this has extended to swimming, beach walks, visits to water falls and frequent 
trips to the local aquatic centre to watch the tropical fish. We also have set up a water activity centre at home where client can spend hours 
enjoying the equipment that we have purchased. Client’s appetite for the sound and feel of moving/running water is insatiable and this is 
something that brings real pleasure. The water activities were suggested by the Community Nurse and has been put together by us with help 
from  
Client’s Personal Assistants. The array of equipment is forever increasing.  
 
Historically, Client attended a respite facility for up to 28 nights per year, which was great in helping us to get a break and to recharge our 
batteries so that we were able to continue to support at home which we want to do for as long as we can.  As we have got older this is really 
important to keep us well. Although providing Client with a safe place to be and somewhere were needs were met by staff who knew client really 
well. We felt that Client was missing out on taking holiday breaks and spent a lot of time during respite stays with people whose needs were 
really different and whose behaviour sometimes caused Client anxiety despite a usually happy demeanour, we could tell that Client was feeling 
uncomfortable sometimes when being taken to or collected from the respite home.   
 
A few years ago we were supported by the GP to access an Individualised Personal Health Budget and have taken Direct Payments to do things 
a bit differently. Initially my husband and I needed support with this which was provided by the Community Nurse and Social Workers involved in 
Client’s circle of support and we received support from a specialist agency to recruit and manage Personal Assistants. Client still attends the day 
service centre but now only 3 days each week instead of 5, the cost of this is just deducted from the amount of money that was allocated when 
Client’s needs were assessed. The other 2 days are spent doing whatever Client likes with Personal Assistants, this could be swimming or days 
out to local (and not so local!) places, they also go shopping with Client so that can have choice of clothes to wear. Sometimes the Personal 
Assistants stay overnight with Client so that my husband and I can have some time to ourselves and we know that Client is being cared for. 
 
 Despite finding it hard to talk and without understanding many words or spoken language, Client has been involved in choosing who we have 
employed to support. We have found someone who has similar interests in marine wildlife and we have talked about making arrangements next 
year for them both to swim with dolphins together which would be an incredible experience for Client and one which we would love for him to 
achieve. We have worked with our GP and Community Nurse to make sure that the Personal Assistants that we employ have the skills and 
competencies to support Client safely, especially in view of the medication for epilepsy and also knowing when to seek help and recognise the 
signs and symptoms of seizure activity.  
 
Client now has up to 35 overnight respite stays each year in a variety of places, including short break overnight stays in a care home just round 
the corner, holiday parks in the UK and last year went abroad to the Aquarium in La Rochelle. We have linked up with another family who are in a 
similar position to us, we have made arrangements to share a proportion of the Direct Payments and the costs of breaks away are reduced 
because Client and another person, who are great together, are able to go away together for a week or more and also to share a staff team. 
 
We have also made use of Personal Assistants to come and stay over at our house overnight or for a weekend so that we can visit our eldest 
child and now grown up grandchildren. This is great for Client as he can stop in the house with his familiar things around him and can use the 
water activities or they can go off together out of the house doing whatever takes their fancy. We have really good relationships with the Personal 
Assistants and they are very much part of the family. It is great to know that Client is supported by people who we are confident in. 
 
Having the opportunity to pick and mix the support for Client, using some existing commissioned services and also being able to take Direct 
Payments for other aspects of  support has been invaluable and we are so pleased that we have been able to make sure that Client can so 
things that he enjoys with people he likes being with. We are hopeful about the future for client and hope that the relationships that we have built 
will be longstanding to ensure that Client’s support is consistent in the future. 
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Example F 
 

Rosie (Not real Name) 
 
Diagnosis: Rosie is a young lady with a diagnosis of intractable non-lessional frontal lobe epilepsy, 
acquired epileptic frontal lobe syndrome, autism, attention deficit disorder, disinhibited behaviours, and 
learning disability. She Lives in the family home with her Mum and Dad.  
 
Needs: Rosie requires 2:1 support from skilled familiar carers at all times due to the complexity of her 
epilepsy and behaviours that significantly challenge. In addition Rosie is doubly incontinent and requires 
support with all aspects of her daily living tasks. She requires support with eating, drinking, PEG 
management and her medication regime. Rosie relies on staff to provide her with a strict routine and to 
manage all risk on her behalf. Rosie’s Mum sleeps in the same room as her as she experiences 
significant seizure activity during the night which also  results in the need for continence care. 
 
Current Care package: 
Commissioned: Rosie currently attend the DAY SERVICE provision 3 Days a week.  where she has a 
structured time table of activities and spends time with other clients of similar abilities and interests. 
Whilst at DAY SERVICE Rosie is supported by a commissioned care agency PROVIDER on a 1:1 basis 
with the second staff member provided by DAY SERVICE. 2 Days a week she is supported on a 2:1 
Basis  
 
Direct Payment: Rosie currently has a Direct Payment in place to fund 2 Personal Assistants who support 
Rosie on a Saturday or a Sunday and a flexible provision of working night shifts where Rosie’s parents 
will go away overnight as a means of gaining a level of Respite from their caring role or simply provide 
them with an opportunity to have an unbroken nights sleep. 
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Example G 
 

Paul (Not Real Name) 
 
Diagnosis: Paul is a young man Learning Disability, Autism and Epilepsy, IBS and challenging 
behaviour. He currently lives at home with his Mum and spend one day a week at his Dads house. 
 
Needs: Paul is supported Monday to Friday on a 2:1 basis. Paul is doubly incontinent and requires 
support with all aspects of his daily living tasks. He is unable to meet any of his own nutritional needs 
requiring all meals preparing for him and supervision and support when eating. When at home his Mum 
reports that she needs to keep the doors locked as Paul will get out and run off. Paul requires constant 
supervision whilst at home as he has no awareness of risks within the home and would touch items that 
are hot. He is also at risk of falls around the house due to his unsteady gate. Mum identifies that Paul 
does not respond to new people in the house and is likely to assault them if they come into the house. 
When in the community Paul’s Mum reports he would run off and has in the past had to wrestled him to 
the floor to prevent him running into busy traffic.  
 
Current Care Package: 
Commissioned: Paul is currently supported by Pulse (Specialist Autism service) on a 2:1 basis into a 
community base where staff supports him to access community based activities. This Base is in the form 
of a rented accommodation commissioned through the local authority. The accommodation is fully 
furnished and is additionally utilised at weekends to provide a level of respite Friday through to Sunday 
morning as Paul is unable to be supported alongside other clients due to the nature of his challenging 
behaviour. 
Direct Payment: Paul has a direct payment worker who supports his Mum on a morning and evening to 
manage his personal care.  
 
 

 


